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Campus Hales named
Briefs
NEWS SERVICES

Retired Chief of
Security Carl Yund
passes away
Carl Yund, one of Wooster's
most dedicated and active citizens,
passed away last Thursday at the
age of 67. Yund served as the
College's Director of Security
from 1974 until his retirement in
June 1989.
A lifelong resident of the City
of Wooster, Yund served both the

College

and

the
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community in numerous ways.
Prior to his position as Chief of
Security, Yund served the Wooster
City Police for approximately 30
years, the last seven of which he
acted as Chief of Police. His
other contributions included a
position as City Councilman, and
a dedication to local politics and
youth scouts.
James Foster, Assistant Director
of Security, worked with Yund
Says Foster, "I
from 1978-1989.

think one of his primary
contributions was that having
been an active, lifelong resident of
the City, he was certainly
responsible for maintaining good
relations between the College and
the City." Yund was well known
for his dedication not only to his
residential community, but to
College students as well. "One of
the things he was most proud of
were those students who he
became acquainted with who went
into law enforcement," says
Foster. "He was always ready and
available for all students."

Stanton Hales, professor of
mathematics and associate dean at
Pomona College in California, has
been named vice president for academic affairs at the College of
Wooster.
Hales appointment is effective
d,
July 1. He succeeds Donald
Septemin
Wooster
who left
ber to become president of Bates
College in Maine.
"I believe that Mr. Hales has the
experience, the skills, the perspective, and the personal qualities
which will permit him to serve
Wooster with distinction as vice
president for academic affairs," said
Wooster President Henry Copeland
in recommending Hales to the
College's faculty.
"I am impressed by his understanding of excellence, his commitment to the classroom, his
interest in issues of diversity, and
Har-war-

for Academic Affairs

V. P.

his convictions about the role of the result of a national search
liberal learning in the wider socie- - which was conducted by a committee of the Wooster faculty:
A 1964 graduate of Pomona,
Hales has earned the M.A. and
PhJX degrees from Harvard where
he studied on a Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship.
He joined the faculty at his alma
mater in 1967 as instructor of
mathematics and moved through
the ranks to full professor in 1985.
His scholarly interests are in the
area of combinatorics.
In addition to teaching at Pomona, he has served as an administrator there since 1973 when he was
appointed associate dean of the college. In 1982-8- 3 he served as acting dean of the college.

As associate dean at Pomona,
Hales' duties have included chairing faculty, committees on academic procedures, curriculum, educa

Stanton Hales

tional policy, independent study,
public events, and research. He
has been particularly instrumental
in shaping a strong faculty development program at Pomona.
Within the Claremont group of
colleges, which comprise Claremont McKenna, Harvey Mudd,
Pitzcr, and Scripps in addition to
Pomona, Hales has chaired a number of intercollegiate committees,
including those concerned with
staffing of the black studies and
representative on several trustee
committees and was involved in
planning the Seeley G. Mudd
Science Library and the Physical
Educational and Recreation Center.
Additionally, he has authored and

numerous successful
grant applications for Pomona to

co-author-

ed

national funding agencies.'

The selection of Hales came as

Debate team takes seventh in national competition
FRANK ANDORRA
Guest Writer

"was that we worked as a team.
We helped each other out when we
needed it and it paid off."
At a Model United Nations
Competition, schools each get assigned a country that currently has
a seat in the United Nations and
are asked to represent that nation's
views on such varied topics as nuli
clear disarmament, the
conflict, a peoples' right to
and other important
issues before the U.N. in the year
of the competition. This year's
Wooster delegation had the opportunity to represent the Republic of

The Wooster Model United Nations Team scored an impressive
seventh place finish in the National M.U.N. Competitions in New
York City last week.
"I can't believe it," said junior
Paul Wexler, affectionately known
on the team as "the Delegate from
Hell."
For six days last week, senior
Thoko Banda, juniors Wexler, Jen
McGee, Randal Horobik, Scott
a,
Merriman, sophomore Frank
Runser receives
first-yePanama.
Ali
student
and
special nomination
ap"We had done about two months
Steelman competed against
Edward Runser of the College proximately 160 schools from worth of research regarding the
bookstore has been nominated to across the United States, Canada, government of Manuel Noriega
the Board of Trustees of the NaWest Germany, Japan and Qatar and how to represent his governCollege
of
tional Association
for recognition as one of the best ment when the U.S. invaded," said
Stores.
delegations in the nation. In most Steelman. "All of our work went
The NACS has 3,900 members, cases, the other schools had ap- right out the window and we had
but only nine trustees on the proximately five times more stu- to start over again from scratch.
Board, and the nomination is quite dents than did Wooster, but in the When I called the embassy to try
an honor. NACSCORP, a subsid-- f end, Wooster's quality showed and get some help about what the
iary of NACS, supplies books and through.
new government might do, the
software to college and university
said, 'No information,
secretary
reasons
the
"I think that one of
OJC.?' That made
bookstores.
president,
were,"
new
as
we
successful
we were as
more difficult."
much
said,
that
our
job
captain,
Horobik, the team's

In the third match in the last two
years against the team's arch-rivGeorgetown, the Wooster delegation came up just short Georgetown, which routinely takes 40
students to every competition, finished in fifth place, representing
the Republic of Colombia. Also
al

finishing above Wooster were Pace

University (6th. Burkina Faso),
Dutchess Community College
(4th, Poland), Wright State University (3rd. Canada), George Mason University (2nd, Israel), and
see

Debate: page 5
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chicano studies programs.
He has been the administrative

The Zetas, who took first place in the Lip Sync contest, danced to Janet Jackson's "Rhythm Nation."
(Photo by Mike Pepper)
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Commentary:

Gospel Choir performance "Joy" is
I am definitely not a music
critic, but I found the gospel
choir concert to be exceptional. The 3rd Annual Gospel
Choir concert was held on
Saturday, April 14, at 8 p.m.
in McGaw Chapel. The
choir is currently directed by
Willie Wright
The theme of this year's
concert was "Joy." In the
concert program, Wright stated that "it is because of good
times that the choir has experienced that we decided to

M?

title our spring concert
'Joy.'" Many of my favorite
gospel songs were per-

me to realize what talented individuals we have in our College community. "Precious
formed. They were: "I Shall Lord" was sung by Jennifer
Wear a Crown," "Precious Kenworthy, Bani Kgosana,
Kelly Simmons, Jamie WalLord" and "Praying Spirit."
response
pattern lace, and Clarence Williams.
The call and
which is a trademark of the The group called themselves
Black church was present at Give Me Five. The harmony
the concert. The words to that these individuals mainthe songs were so spiritually tained was beautiful. In admoving that one would have dition, I have known Wilhad to be practically dead not liams for approximately two
years, and I had no idea that
to move.
Also, the concert enabled he could sing so well. His

I

I

worthy of high praise
voice was very powerful in
"God is On Our Side."
Angel Morris is another individual who showed her
true musical talent by singing
"When I'm Weak I'm Song."
Morris has a very rich voice.
This could also be seen
in her part in "Praying Spirit"
with Eric and Willie Wright
I would like to thank the the
College of Wooster Gospel
Choir for a spiritually moving evening.
Finally, the concert has

Langley responds to

ironic contradiction

all-camp- us
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ble
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Letters to the editor

fig1

Dear Mr. Runser,
I am infuriated that this Wednesday you distributed an
mailing of "Earth Day" brochures
that were printed on
paper. Axe you truly concerned
about reducing environmental hazards, or are you simply appropriating Earth Day as a means to advertise bookstore products?
Your choice to distribute
brochures leads me to
believe the latter, and forces me to
see the bookstore's large Earth
Day display as hypocritical. This
exploitation of a serious issue for
profit makes me sick.

Editor-in-chie-

caused me to begin to think
about the wonderful gifts
God has given each of us.
Many of these gifts we have
not even began to discover.
It is important to share one's
gifts and talents with others,
as seen in the individual and
group performances in the
gospel concert If one does
not, he or she will have no
impact on community.

Melford Ferguson
Julie Woosley
Kim Douglass, Kristin Flachsbart
Becky Mason, Jennifer Spilburg
Shawn Perry
Melissa Mus Manesiotis
Ken Dill ion, Tom Turriff
Trina Brown, Dana DeWeese

Andorka defends Voice
and Lane
Dear Editor,
Though I must admit to several
.

personal differences with William

Van Cleave over the past two
years, I feel compelled as a fellow
journalist to respond to the unwarranted attacks on his and Elizabeth
Lane's ethics in die April 6 issue
of the Voice.
First, neither Lane's letter nor
the article itself was slanderous.
Webster's defines slander as "the
utterance of false charges or misrepresentations which defame and
damage another's reputation."
When the article appeared, police
had officially charged the students
with the crimes, which according
to the law makes their names and
the charges public property. The
charges weren't a misrepresentation and, by the inherent stupidity
of their actions, they damaged their
own reputations, forfeiting any
rights they had to privacy. While
one may question William's judgment in reprinting the article
(which several letters legitimately
did), it is intellectually dishonest
to accuse him of violating journalistic ethics or committing an act
see Letters: page 3
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Earth day celebrates 20th anniversary with a bang
riveted by television pictures of

GAYLORD NELSON
Guest Writer

Santa Barbara, California. It
mains one of the worst oil spills
It also
in American history.
proved to be a catalyst in helping
to awaken America's environmenSome 16
tal consciousness.
months later, a much more significant phenomenon occurred on
April 22, 1970, the first Earth
Day.
It really all started in the summer of 1969 while I was on a tour

float-- -

birds and dead fish
ing in the ocean and washed up on
shore. Oil company executives de-

oil-soak- ed

Nelson is a counselor at the Wilderness Society and the founder of
Earth Day.
Does this story have a familiar
ring to it?
A giant oil spill hits the coast of
a large western state. Millions of
gallons of crude oil wash up on
shore for weeks. The nation is

liver excuses and claim it's a
disaster. Cleanup
crews are dispatched, and millions
of dollars are spent by state, federal
and local governments in a cleanup
one-in-a-mill-

ion

and recovery program.

It's not what you think. This
disaster happened 20 years ago near

Speak Your Mind:
-

r.

-

of Western states to talk about

plans for Eactli Dayand the
sponse was 'nothing short of

conservation issues. As I was flying to Berkeley for a speech to stu-

markable.
The main purpose

dentsafter inspecting the Santa

of Earth Day
was to organize a nationwide,

Barbara oil spill I read an article
in Ramparts magazine about how
teach-in- s
were being used by antiwar organizers to educate the public. Suddenly it occurred to me
why not set aside a day for a nationwide teach-i- n on the environment? In September I announced

grassroots demonstration that
would get the attention of the politicians and force environmental issues into the mainstream of American political debate. It worked.
Earth Day 1970 was a Tinge success and an instant American legend due in large part to' the tremendous energy, commitment, and
grassroots activities of college students all across the country. " :
On this date in the spring of
1970 the modern "American envi-

Where are you housing next year?
What do yon think of the wide disparity of housing options on campus? (Photos and quotes taken by
Mike Pepper, Photo Editor)

ronmental movement' took1 off.
Twenty million people, 2,000 colleges and universities, 10,000
grammar and high schools and
2,000 communities mobilized for
the first naUonwid&deinonatjens
on environmental problems: Congress adjourned for the day so
members could attend Earth Day
events in their districts.
Sometimes it is hard .to. remember that 20 years ago enviroVune-t- al
issues were not part of (he political mamstrcanif.Iir.tha 1968
presidential campaign, for example, not a single campaign speech
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I'm living in a double on the new
section of Holden. I was planning

on getting a single but I think it
will work out great It seems that
there could be a better way to
make the options more equal

,

)

i

km

itr

J

was

I'm in Bissman Hall next year.
You have a extreme variety of
program
housing "from
houses to section living. I think
because of room draw people aren't
always going to get what they
want but on a whole it's a pretty
fair process.
John Galego "92
off-camp- us

--

,

across campus.
Kelli Holmes 91

I

Tm living in Culbertson House. I

I'm housing in Andrews and

think for a small college they offer
a decent variety of housing from
dorms to small program houses to

think that it is really unfair that
people live in Luce while others
have to live in Kenarden, that
hasn't been renovated in years.

off-camp- us

housing.

Brad Evans "92

Shehryar Mohiuddin "92

'

doteVblnWonmenfcj

Cagin

cth-"cerns-

1.

Ihe past Co

years assure that from now on the
environment will be an issue in
every presidential campaign.

Perhaps the most important ad- vance since Earth Day is one of at-- I
titude and understanding-t-he

recog- -

see Earth: page 4

Letters: Assistance with Hunger and Homelessness Week appreciated
continued from page 2
of slander.
Secondly, reread Lane's letter.
Lane was offering an opinion (on
the OpinionsEditorial page) on
the idiotic actions of the three students involved. Her point, that
students have a responsibility to
the Wooster community even
when they're off campus, should
not be taken so lightly.' I found
her neither naive nor out of line.
The personal attacks on Lane were
the truly uncalled for and unnecessary side effects of the whole affair.

I must take issue with William's
judgment on printing three pages
of letters that often repeated the
charges. Besame
fore the students question someone's journalistic ethics again, I
under-educat-

ed

urge that they get their facts
straight about exactly what journalistic ethics and slander are all
about so that they don't commit
the same breaches that they are
railing against

events wish to thank the campus and homelessness relief agencies.
community for its support. The
Once again, we wish to acknowledge
all of those people who
Week was very successful and it
could not have happened without helped to make the First Annual
the effort of many individuals and Hunger and Homelessness Week a
organizations. Although they are huge success. It couldn't have
far too numerous to mention, we happened without your very generwish to acknowledge the support ous support.
of the students, the faculty, and the
administration. You have proven Sincerely,
that this is an issue which is of Jen Giesecke
great concern to us all and one that Chairperson Hunger
demands more attention as well as and Homelessness Week

Sincerely,
Frank H. Andorra, Jr.
Lorain (Ohio) Journal
Staff Correspondent

Giesecke thanks
participants in
Hunger Week

better understanding.

West protests
In addition to raising the awarein Lip
disqualifications
ness of the campus commmunity
Sync
Contest
to the problems of hunger and
homelessness, we collected apDear Campus Community,
To The Editor,
Last Saturday marked the end of proximately 400 canned goods and
the First Annual Hunger and toiletries and more than $600,
Last Monday the third event of
Homelessness Week at the College which will be distributed to local,
Week, the lip sync contest,
Greek
of Wooster. Those of us who national, and international hunger was held at the Underground. I
worked to organize the series of
.

!

would like to begin this editorial
by saying that the point of Greek
Week is to have fun . The night
got off to a bad start when three
members of clubs could not get
into the Underground because they
did not have their college ID'S with
them (they did however present
their valid driver's licenses). They
were still denied admittance when

a

member of the administration who
was judging the event spoke on
their behalf.
Two of these women were to
perform in a skit with their club
and the other, a club president,
needed to give a cassette, containing the club's music to the dj.
All three of the individuals' names
were on a general "Greek list at
the front door which had beeri pro-se- e

Letters:

page 4

i
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Letters: Students complain about Lip Sync

contest
vided by ICC. If it had been established that these students were
members of campus clubs then
why couldn't it have been established that they were students of
this College? Why couldn't these
students have been admitted with a
stamp? I understand
that the students working the door
must abide by the 'law of the Underground but why does it exist in
the first place?
On a more serious note, there
was another problem with the fip
sync that did not concern the Underground's management; rather it
concerns the topic of sexism.
One section was strongly urged
not to perform, and another was
disqualified for wearing skirts and
dressing as women. They were disqualified on the grounds that wearing a dress is sexist. However, in
one skit a club removed their
shirts (they had on spandex tank
tops underneath) and in another
skit a section dropped their pants
wearing only their jockeys underneath. Frankly, I think that
of the body, male or
is more sexist than a guy in
a skirL
There are both manifest and latent attributes to sexism; it is
more than just how you dress. My
problem with lip sync was not
people taking off their clothes; it
was the inconsistency in determining what was considered sexist.
This inconsistency and unfairness conflicts with my original
point which is that Greek Week
should be fun.
I would like to conclude by saying that differences in sex can often be reconciled through humor.
That does not make it right to
mock or discriminate against
against another sex. However, I
do not feel that was the intention
of Monday's skits. Many men today choose to wear skirts because
non-drinki-

ng

objec-tificati-

fe-m-

CORTTNEY MCCLELLAND
Staff Writer

Chair
Amy McPhee & Gretchen Kribbs -Public Relations
Miles Simmons & Germaine
Temple - Finance
Mary Ann Worobiec - Secretary
In addition to the traditional
postitions on the staff, new ones
have been added in order to accomorganiodate the
zations on campus. Miles Simmons and Germaine Temple will
also be heading a committee entitled "Mixing It Up," which will
address diversity issues that arise
on campus. Adam Geary will also
Co-Chai-

The Network would like to extend congratulations to the newly-electe- d
Network Staff of the 1990-9school year. The competition
was steep this year, as a lot of
qualified students applied for the
desired positions on the influential
Network staff.
The elected officials and their offices are as follows:
Brian Yocum - President
Masankho Bando - Vice President
Adam Geary - Transportation
1'

rs

Co-Chai- rs

highly-diversifi-

ed

chair the new Service and Curriculum Committee. He will retain
d
contact with faculty and the
academic affairs chair Amy
Felix. His committee will try and
encourage more faculty involvement and reaction to the volunteer
groups.
Longtime Network staff member
President Brian
and newly-electe- d
Yocum was quoted as saying, "I
am very excited about the new
staff. Everyone is dedicated to facilitating the various volunteer
groups based on campus. I think
we are going to have a great year."
newly-electe-

volved.

Earth: Day makes important
statement about the environment

Sincerely,
Lizz West

Pi Kappas reject 2nd

place award

Dear Editor,

.

This letter is in response to the
lip sync contest that was held this
past Monday night as a part of
Greek Week activities. After the
controversial disqualification of
two sections, the women of Pi
Kappa have decided to renounce
their second place title. Our understanding is that two sections, Phi
Omega Sigma and Beta Kappa
Phi, were disqualified because their

on

ale

ar war. missile gaps. Star Wars,
crime in the streets, or communnition, finally, that human activi- ism in Nicaragua.
How much longer are the US.
ties have created a global environdethe Soviet Union going to
urgently
and
that
mental crisis
spend
$600 billion a year for
a
This
is
attention.
mands our
weapons
that only increase our
forward.
giant leap
vulnerability
and dissipate
for
mutual
finalized
being
Plans are now
time for the
is
resources?
It
our
celebration
Day
a worldwide Earth
agree
superpowers
to cut
to
be
two
on April 22, 1990. Let there
perweapons
by
50
no doubt about the significance of spending on
this event it will be the largest cent in the next decade and another
'
50 percent in the following decade.
grassroots demonstration in histoHalf of the savings should be dery. The single most important objective of this 20th anniversary dicated to programs to reverse and
restore global environmental damcelebration is an international pubage. It is a plan with no losers
lic demonstration so overwhelming that it will shake the political and the whole world is a winner.
There has been some significant
leadership of the world out of its
on environmental probprogress
lethargy and galvanize it into a
that first Earth Day.
since
lems
monumental cooperative effort to
maintaining the curmerely
Yet,
stop the destruction and begin the
programs
and policies will fall
restoration. It is time for political rent
leaders of every nation to recognize far short of what is needed to prethat in the long haul the state of vent continued steady environmental decline. The responsibility lies
our environment is far more important to the condition of man on with the world's younger genera
the planet than the threat of nucle

continued from page 3

costumes were construed as deroga-

tory towards women. The women
of Pi Kappa are not offended by
men portraying female characters
in the same way we do not find it
offensive that we dressed as male
characters. We do not feel it is
right to accept a second place title,
as it implies that there is a double
standard working in the policy on
sexism.
Sincerely,
The women of Pi Kappa

I

CHINA ROYAL
Ghinese Restaurant

Mon.-Fr- i.

The Wooster Voice

Volunteer Network names staff

they are comfortable; some men in
other cultures have been wearing
skirts for thousands of years.
Does that make them sexist?
One of the clubs dressed up as men
and lip synced to an all male rap
song; does this make them guilty
of androgyny? For a liberal school
that tolerates used tampons, condoms and nudity in art exhibits,
Herrick runs and student demonstrations I think a few men in
skirts can be tolerated as well
I.S.C. and I.C.C. should not
stagnate creativity, or try to protect clubs and sections from who
they may or may not offend; that
is something that can be taken up
with the judicial board, the individual, and the club or section in-

continued from page 3
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tion. My generation does not have
the time left to do it, and unfortunately came to an appreciation of
the monumental significance of
the issue too late.
If society is going to develop a
conservation ethic to guide its conduct, your generation must become
the conservation generation. There
is no other choice for the world.
Your generation has the power to
make a critical difference in the political course of the nation and the
world. The first step is to join in
the celebration and activities of the
20th anniversary of Earth Day next
April. Beyond that, think of the
future, have vision and make a
commitment of a conservation ethic in your life. Cherish the air,
the water and the land mat sustains
you and all mankind. Seize the
opportunity to make a difference.
Persist in your efforts, make the
politicians listen and act. You
can prevail and win the fight to
save the planet

IBM'BROTHER
RO YAL'S Wl NTEC
SMITH CORONA

PANASONIC
CANONAND MORE
2522 Cleveland Road
Wooster. Ohio 44691
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Dim

t he mews
starts economic embargoes against Lithuania:

Soviet authorities announced that
they would start cutting oil supplies
and the flow of natural gas to Lithuania this week to pressure the Lithuanian parliament to scale back its independence measures. Lithuania
had toned down two of the measures Tuesday, saying it would respect
residents and let men serve in
Soviet citizenship of its
the army if they volunteered.
VS. says it will not rejoin UNESCO: Based on a new State
Department report that asserts the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization still wastes money and is poorly managed, the Bush administration has decided not to rejoin UNESCO.
ian

Tuna canners act to slow down dolphin killings:

The

three largest American tuna canning companies agreed not to buy any
tuna caught by nets that also trap and kill dolphins. The decision affects 70 percent of the canned tuna market.

East German government apologizes

for past Nazi

government was installed in East Germany last week, the Parliament ended 40 years of official denial and accepted joint responsibility for Nazi crimes. The Parliament also announced it will seek ties with the Israeli government.
The Census count reported to be lagging: Federal officials
informed Congress last week that the rate of return for the Census
forms mailed recently to households has been much lower than expected and might stop at 60 percent A final 70 percent return rate was ex-

crimes: As the newly-electe-d

the computer you need to
succeed in the real world and a
chance to use it there
ftseasyJiBitn ourRealUDeniomaAbciriJosh

.

computer to enter Apples Real Vfcrid Sweepstakes.
Ifyou're one of 14 Grand Prize winners, you'll get to
spend a week this summer at the apnization ofxtxir choice
listed bdow where you'll see Macintosh computers hard at

wrk. And when you get home, you

can use your own new

letters.
Macintosh SE 30 to write your resume and foflow-u-p
There will also he 20 First Prize winners who will
recehe Macintosh SE computers and L000 Second Prize
winners who will get Apple
T-shir-

ts.

Vdu really can'i lose if you come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh today Because once you do, you'll

seehoweas'itistouseandlxM'nuchonecculddofcr

Macintosh and see for yourself And if you
win the Grand Prize, you'll be seeing the
real world sooner than you think.

Sweepstakes and win mi iIH win 3 welt at I
one cfthese leading organizations and a Macintosh computet
I

Enter April 2nd -- May 7th
Academic Computing Services, Taylor Hall, Room 31 1
St

Cwipus Compur Hesrilg fcr Swftpsafco Bute and feyituiois

v

against apartheid in South Africa, declined an invitation to meet with
Prime Minister Maragret Thatcher during bis visit to Great Britain.
Mandela urged governments to continue sanctions against the South
African government until it takes bigger steps to solve the problem of

7
r

Court backs unions on replacement workers:

The Supreme Court upheld a National Labor Relationships Board policy that doesn't allow the employer to presume its workers' majority
isn't represented by the labor unions anymore after hiring replacement

l-

jTiwriai

Win

a wek at on of te

1

Austin College (first, U.S.A.).
"We're hoping that this finish
can help us to expand the team to
include more sophomores-annext year," Merriman added.
"Our next goal is to beat Georgetown and finish first nationally,
but it takes a bigger team to do
that."
The tension mounted as the bottom seventeen or the top twenty-focountries were announced.
"When teams like Florida State
and the University of Chicago
(two teams who scorched Wooster
earlier this year at the University
of Pennsylvania Competition and
finished 23rd and 18th, respectively) finished in the Honorable Mentions, I prepared myself for a disappointment,' McGee added. "I
thought, 'Well, it was nice to see
New York City. I don't remem- d

first-yea- rs

ur

ber much immediately following
the announcement of the delegation of Panama in seventh place."
Banda was perhaps the most
unique and inspiring story of the
whole trip. Asked along two days
before the team left for New York
when one of the regulars was
forced to withdraw, Banda, who
had never done Model United Nations before, took control of the
Model United Nations Economic
and Social Committee and turned
them on their ears.
"What can I say?" Banda said of
his remarkable performance. "I
really enjoyed myself."
The team's next hurdle will
probably be the University of
Pennsylvania Competition for the
third straight year (they finished
second to Georgetown there two
years ago) in November. No definite schedule has been set, howev- -
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Debate: Team reaches far above expectations
continued from page
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Apple's Real World Sweepstakes
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Compiled from The New York Times, April
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you now
You'll appreciate the value of a Macintosh computer
after you leave campus and head out into the real world,
too. But don't take our word (or it. Come in and try a

Enter Applet Real

Mandela visits England, refuses to meet with Thatcher:
Nelson Mandela, leader of the African National Congress that fights
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It's Time to Plan Your Summer Travel.

SPIRIT HAPPENS

Inc.
Flair Travel Consultants
(near McDonalds)

ZION LUTHERAN
CHURCH.
301 North Market

346 E. Bowman Street

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
CALL (216)
For all your travel needs

264-650-

Registered Ohio Travel Agent TA03O5

5

at

Sunday Worship
10:30
Rides Available

262-560-

6
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In

and Around Wooster...

Arts and Music in the Area

Information compiled by Shawn Perry, ArtsI Music Editor

ART EXHIBIT: The College of Wooster Art Museum will be
presenting the exhibit Ohio Landscape I: Mark Hackworth, Lola ff
in the upper Gallery from
and Deborah Morrissey-McGo- ff
7.
March

April 20, 1990
The Wooster Voice

"One Alternative" plays in Mom's

this weekend

V

MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer

Is-ro-

25-M-

ay

NATIONAL DANCE WEEK AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
AKRON: The Dance Department at the University of Akron will
with a series of dance
celebrate National Dance Week, April
19-2- 8,

festivities will
classes, performances, and lectures. The
begin with the performance of GRADUATION BALL by the Reperat
tory Dance Company Thursday and Friday evenings, April
8 p.m. at E J. Thomas Hall. They will also perform several pieces
of original choreography by faculty members of the dance department. Ticket information is available by calling the Performing
Arts Box Office at (216)
Master classes, lectures, and faculty concerts will also be presented
April 23 through April 26 at the Ballet Center. Guest artists
Jacques d Amboise, Stuart Hodes, and Sally Dolch, all celebrated artists in the dance field, will participate in the events as lecturers and
class instructors. Reservations are necessary for the classes since
space is limited. The week will end with performances by the Ohio
Ballet Friday, April 27, at 8 p.m., and Saturday, April 28, at 2 and 8
p.m. Additional information on any of these events can be obtained
9
or (216)
by contacting Gena Carroll at (216)
week-lon-

g

19-2- 0,

375-789- 5.

867-399- 8.

375-794-

OPERA RADIO NETOpeWORK: The final radio broadcast of the
ra 50th Anniversary season will be Richard Wagner's
TEXACO-METROPOLITA-

N

Texaco-Metropolit-

an

"Gotterdammerung." James Levine will conduct and the announcer
TorJhtfWbadcast will be" Peter Allen: !The opera will be broadcast
live from the stage of the Metropolitan Opera House on Saturday,
April 21, at 12 p.m. over the radio network. It will be heard locally
over the college radio station WCWS.
--

TUBBY THE TUBA: The Akron Symphony Chamber Orchestra
under the direction of Keith Lockhart will present Tubby the Tuba"
at the 11th annual series of "Little Tikes" concerts. The concerts,
sponsored by the Akron Symphony Women's Guild, are educational
and fun for children three to six .years old. Upcoming performances
in Akron include Sl Paul's Episcopal Church on Wednesday, April
25, and SL Paul's on Thursday, April 26 through Saturday, April
28. The concert will be performed in Wooster on Monday, April
30, at Edgewood School. All performances are at 9:45 a.m. and 1 1
a.m. and tickets are $3 for children, parents, and chaperones. For
ticket reservations or additional information contact the Akron Symphony office at 535-- 8 13 1.

OF ART: Romance of the Taj
Mahal, the first international exhibition devoted to India's most famous monument, opens at the Toledo Museum of Art for its only
midwestern showing from April 29 to June 24. In over 200 works
of art, this exhibition will explore the importance and interrelation
of all the arts from the reign of Shah Jahan, the builder of the mausoleum, and will feature works of art relating to the Taj Mahal such
as fine gems, paintings, carpets, textiles and drawings from public
and private collections. Museum and exhibition hours are Tuesday -Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday, 1 to 5 pjn. The museum
is closed on Mondays. Museum admission is free. However, there
is a $3 exhibition charge for adult visitors and a $2 charge for senior
citizens and students.
THE TOLEDO MUSEUM

Miles Simmons and his friends
were a smash hit in Mom's Truck
Stop at last weekend's spotlight
showcase. This Friday a trio from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania comprised of an extraordinary oboist,
Jill Haley, and two brilliant guitarists, Mark Oppen lander and Peter
Sittler, will be in Mom's for another spotlight showcase which
promises to be a thriller.
ONE ALTERNATIVE was
created in 1983. Since their creation they have recorded two albums, Greenlawn and Take Note,
both on an independent label.
Both these albums have received
significant airplay on radio stations across the United States and
overseas. They have performed
concerts throughout the Northeastern region of the United States and
one of their concerts, a performance at Merkin Concert Hall in
New York City, was aired over
National Public Radio as part of
John Schaefer's "New Sounds."
.They have also performed with
such greats as Oregon, Billy Cob-haRenaissance, and Spyro
Gyra. ONE ALTERNATIVE'S
music is a unique blend of jazz,
folk, classical, and new age, creating a sound which their fans affectionately call "acoustic fusion."
All three members of the group
have impressive credentials. Peter
m,

A

--

A

vV

2

ONE ALTERNATIVE has recorded two albums of
.
sic.
Sittler has a degree in music from
West Chester University and has
performed in master classes with
Alice Artzt and Leo Brouwer.
Mark Oppenlander has a music degree from Temple University and
has appeared on two albums with
Kevin Roth. Jill Haley also has a
degree from Temple and has appeared on Kevin Roth's albums.
Haley has also toured and recorded
extensively with William Acker-maWindham Hill Records' artist
and president
John Diliberto of CD Review
Magazine praised their albums,
saying "There are a lot of artists
masquerading as new age acoustic
musicians with saccharine new age

mu-

formulas. But ONE ALTERNATIVE brings much needed compositional precision and vision to an
increasingly faceless genre." New
age music, fused and blended with
styles that we are familiar with,
make this showcase a must.
Wherever they have played, they
have received rave reviews. Melin-d- a
Newman of Billboard Magazine
said, "a very pleasant jazzy listen
as Jill Haley's delicate oboe
weaves through the intricate guitar
play." It is music for all ears and
tastes, so take time this Friday
evening and come and enjoy yet

n,

another exhilarating Spotlight
Showcase.

theater department
presents a festival of one acts
C.O.W.

NEWS SERVICES

Cast : Heather Adams, Paul
D'Addario,
Denice Kondik and CaThe College of Wooster's TheaTaylor
thy
ter department is pleased to an"The Stone water Rapture" by
nounce its festival of one act
Doug
Wright
plays. These are plays directed by
Directed
by: Masankho k. Banda
students taking the Advanced Di"Snap" Aldridge and
Ken
Cast
recting class. This year's festival
Courtney
Baker
has five plays, three of which are
written by students. The festival Mon., April 23 at 6 p.m.
"Monsters" by Christopher Pa-will be held on Sun., April 22
(student)
lestrant
starting at 2 p.m and Mon., April
Directed
by : Christopher Pales-tra23 starting at 6 pjn. in Freedland-e- r
Theater. Admission is FREE.
Cast : Sabra Aaron, Anne Ad-- ;
There will be limited seating availams, Bryan King, Lisa Miksch,
able on a first come first serve baAndrew Nicholson and Tim Russis.
sell
The plays in order of presenta"The Private Ear" by Peter Shaftion are as follows :
fer
Sun., April 22 at 2 p.m.
Directed by Andy Bishop
"Along Came Zoe" by Eric
Cast : Josh Stamberg, Cynthia
(student)
Totten
and Gabc Zucker
Directed by: Steve Alexander

"Stranded" by Andy' Bishop
(student)

Directed by: P. Jacoba Christian
Cast: Katy O'Grady and Mike
Stanfar

Each play is approximately 45
minutes in length and they will
follow each other consecutively.
.

.

Stall's Barber Shop

nt

The Best Flat Tops
In Wooster
389 W. Liberty
264-333- 1

Pfef-fing- er

t
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Troxtell and Doering
perform in piano

recitals this weekend

Medtmer, just to mention a few.
Russian composers might seem
strange to you, but having a RusIf you walk into Scheide Music sian minor, she felt that it would
Center and happen to pass by the be both challenging and exciting
practice rooms, you are likely to to play compositions by Russian
composers. She lived in the Rushear Russian compositions coming from one of the rooms and a sian house during her junior year.
Troxtell's program is very excitMozart sonata from another. This'
fining and challenging and she would
music will be rolling off the
gers of Brenda Troxtell, a senior like to invite you all to her recital
from Amherst, Ohio and James which will be in the Gault Recital
Doering, a senior from North Hall this Friday at 7:30 p.m.
There is no admission charge.
Royalton, Ohio. They are both piDoering attended North Royalton
ano majors and are in the midst of
High School. He started playing
preparing for their senior piano rewhen he was seven years old. He
citals this weekend.
to take piano once he
continued
Steele
Marion
Troxtell attended
school, where he also
high
got
to
in
interest
High School, where her
in the marching
saxophone
played
playing piano really took off. She
up with music
grew
James
had been playing since the age of band.
in his house. He had three elder
nine, and once in high school continued playing, taking lessons sisters who were all piano players
from Marion Drummond, a music and his parents were also musical.
Ruth Edwards, a retiree of the
teacher from Oberlin College. She
is fortunate that even though her Cleveland Institute of Music, was
parents are not strongly musical Doering's piano teacher while he
they both support and encourage was in high school. Once he got
to college he began lessons with
her ambitions to study piano.
Winter
and has never regretted his
Winter,
Dr.
with
worked
has
She
Working with Winter has
decision.
the
chair
of
and
professor
a music
source
of great inspiration
a
been
first
her
music department since
Doering
likes to listen to
him.
for
attributed
year at college, and she
Mar-tin- u
Beethoven,
by
music
tenaciplay
or
her success, thus far to his
composer)
Czechoslovakian
(a
ty, constant encouragement and
mastery of piano playing. "I have and recently he discovered that he
worked with Dr. Winter since my particularly likes works by
Brahms.
first year here and have had a treDoering's recital will comprise
mendous learning experience under
his tutelage," was her comment works by Mozart (sonatas), Mendelssohn, Martin, and Mompou.
when asked if she had enjoyed stuOn the advice of Winter he includdying piano here at Wooster.
She also commented that she had ed Mozart's sonatas in his repertoire, and he then began to choose
enjoyed working with James Doercomposers whose name began
ing on two piano (four hand) compositions. In fact, for their junior with M for his recital, resulting in
recitals they did a couple of two a selection of music that is both
piano pieces. Doering was also challenging and exciting in its divery complimentary, when asked versity.
In addition to studying piano,
what some of his triumphs were as
is also an accompanist for
James
that
replied
he
major,
a music
working with Troxtell had been a the music department and a memspecial experience. Troxtell in her ber of the Wooster chapter of Amfree time enjoys listening to or nesty International. His recital
playing Rachmaninoff and will be on Sunday, April 22, at 4
Brahms, but her listening pleasure p.m. in the Gault Recital Hall of
covers a very broad spectrum of Scheide. There is no admission
Charge and he invites you all to
composers.
come and share this special occaselecTroxtell will be playing a
tion of Russian "composers, such sion with him.
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer

as Scriabin, Perokovioff. and
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disover self realization
through I.S. exhibits
SHIREEN BEHZADI

just surrealistic. This time every-- -

Assistant Editor

thing is very conceptual and there
is meaning behind all of it That
was a big accomplishment for

Much of this week's senior art
exhibits seemed to reflect elements
of self discovery for each artist.
The types of media used included
pencil drawings, water colors, and
a combination of ceramics, drawing, photography, printmaking,
and sculpture. The artists who
presented their talents were Kristin
Loretitsch, Davina Perl, and Beja-mi- n
Tederstrom.
Loretitsch's exhibit of large scale
pencil drawings is on display in
the MacKenzie gallery. Her exhibit entitled "Facing the Reflection"
is by far some of the best work
presented by this artist in four
years. If there was ever any doubt
as to Loretitsch's ability and talent
as an artist, the six larger than life
facial drawings more man dispelled
any confusion.
Loretitsch commented that she
created her drawings to be an
"idealization of the human features
so that the viewer can relate to
them." She also stated that this
exhibit was very autobiographical
and reflects many of her own personal feelings. She employed herself as the model for all the drawings and used a mirror to accomplish this task.
Some of the themes which were
presented through this exhibit en-

me."

She stated that the hardest part
about her exhibition was putting it
up. "It was like opening a diary
for everyone to read." Overall,

i
.
.

-

I.--

-

.

.
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-

r

'

"
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Kristin Loretitsch stands next to "The Seven Faces."
(Photo by Mike Pepper)
though,, she commented that she
-- was very, pleased
product, a feeling which she earned
in every right
sdth-herrfinai-

:.'

ce,

well-conceiv-

ed

convey the feeling of being detracted from her endeavours.

ter."

Perl's exhibit did her justice and
ensued a feeling of hope from her
viewers that spring and summer
are not that far off.

Loretitsch sees herself as coming
a long way from where she was
last year when she presented her
junior I.S. exhibit "This isn't

Frick's lower gallery was Benjamin Tederstrom's work entitled
"Church of Intimacy." By some.

watched, like the way anyone can
feel when they're walking around
campus or anywhere for that mat-

-

f

Davina Perl's display was entitled "Floral Water Colours." During this time of year. Peri's work
was a welcomed sight Her vicolors and attention to detail
brant
tailed the concept of
a refreshing and rejuvinat-in- g
evoked
feminist
a
mortality,
towards her flowers.
feeling
yourself
statement about finding
was
presentation
Her
amidst all the media representation
her work
showed
and
of women, and an overall general
she
pieces,
larger
comment on the lack of diversity well. In her
which
panels
of our society. However, the line worked on small
were then put together to complete
which links all of the drawings together is specifically the size and the full picture. However, even if
medium of the art and the fact that the pieces had not been put togethall the drawings evoke their emo- er, each panel would have been
tional depth from Loretitsch's own able to stand on its own merits as
a finished painting.
face and personal feelings.
The only problem that could be
The drawing entitled "Seven Faces" is a piece that seems to stand seen with Peri's work was that,'
out jfrom the rest of her art work. upon closer examination of each
Loretitsch stated that this was the panel, one was able to see where
least conceptual of all her pieces. the paper used began to buckle
"My desired effect with this one from her watercolors. This could
was to make the viewer feel un- have possibly been avoided had
comfortable. I meant for it to be she used heavier paper. But, being
very confrontational. I wanted to such a minor point, this in no way
self-acceptan-

his presentation has been labeled
as one of the most controvercial
exhibits seen on this campus in a
long time.
When asked how he felt about
having such a lable put on his
work, Tederstrom replied, "I was
scared at first, but then I felt glad
that people were giving my work

--

.

Alongside Perl's exhibit in

enough consideration to discuss it
I admit that I was Joakiftg-Xorw- a
response.an intelligent response.
I want people to discuss this. In
fact, I like the fact that viewers are .
making a judgement value."
Tederstrom stated that his work
is very autobiographical. Through
it all, he was searching for a personal understanding of intimacy
and relationships. He saw his exhibit as being peaceful and trying
to get away from violence.
The two main characters in Tederstrom's work were the tree and
the house, which together make up
the treehouse. He saw these elements as representing man, woman, and the union between them.
Through these metaphors, he tried
to present different meanings
which be dicovered in these objects
through his art His interpretations ranged from woman and man
to phallic elements and to emotional and physical supports in
life.
Many may have found the graphic language and sexual depictions
in the exhibit to be offensive, but
that was something with which
Tederstrom purposely meant to
contend. One of bis goals was to
"...try and initiate dialogue with
the viewer on the meanings behind
the language used when talking
about sex and intimacy."
.

i

r'

see Artists: page 8
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Goliard staff brings publication to a close; plans begun for next year
At last, the first Goliard is finally out! Goliard ? What the
heck is a Goliardl A rare species
of flying fish? A letter of the He-- !
d
brew alphabet? A fine
hat, made in Ecuador of leaves of
the jipijapa? No, no, and no. Gol-is ,
iard, pronounced GOAL-yer"the magazine of creativity" consisting entirely of writing and artwork by Wooster students. 1990
is its first year of publication, and
it features poetry by Bruce Kim,
Jeff Kear, Paul Wilkinson, and
r,
Simon; stories by Eric
Gregory,
Mellie
and Mike
Wells; a play, Anteater Deluxe II,
by Andy Bishop; art by John
S wartz, Katherine Erdman, and Ian
Lockwood, just to name a few.
The magazine is produced entirely
by students, as well.
The magazine's name, Goliard,
is a term applied to wandering students who were "one of a class of
educated jesters, buffoons, and authors of loose and satirical Latin
verse, who flourished chiefly in
the 12th and 13th centuries in Germany, France, and England"
(OED). There is some dispute as
to whether the word derived from
the Latin gula, gluttony, or from
the biblical Goliath, in medieval
times a symbol of monstrous
hand-plaite-

d,

Sa-bri-na

Pfef-finge-

more and more students wandered
from town to town, often earning
their keep as minstrels and jesters
in the courts of feudal lords.
Many of these students were in
the clergy as well, and used goliardic verse to attack the vices of other, more unregenerate clergy.
They wrote under the name Golias
to protect themselves from excommunication and the like. So many
were writing in this vein that it
seemed as if there were a secret order of goliards. However, there is
no clear evidence that any such secret society existed.
Although their verse was generally of the ribald variety, goliards
became known for the ease with
which they composed poems in
complex rhythmic and metric
structures. Their exacting choice
of words also earned them some respect if not boisterous laughs.
Hugh Primas of Orleans and Walter of Chatillon were two of the
more notable goliards, the former
gaining fame for supposedly summarizing the Bible in two lines.
One of the favorite devices of the
goliards was to make a slight
n
text. For
change to a
Virgin
the
example, a hymn to
'suave
The
Verbum bonum et
Word, good and sweet was transformed to a drinker's song Vinum
bonum et suave Wine, good and
sweet. The goliards wrote parodies
in rhyme based on everything from
the Lord's Prayer to the Gospels.
So many hymns were doctored that
ecclesiastical councils began to
threaten heavy penalties for those
singing the improper versions in

and anyone "persisting in the practice of goliardy was stripped of
clerical privileges. By 1300, the
goliards were wiped out. Goliard
was, for a time, a pejorative word,
but in using it to describe the
Miller whose storytelling craft
could rarely be surpassed, Chaucer
recognized the goliards' legendary
verbal skill.
It is in the tradition of the wandering student with supreme skill
at writing that the magazine Goli

i

Classifieds
on-camp-

us

well-organiz- ed

re

M-1876-

ur

C-31-

90.

so-call- ed

Artists: Tederstrom exhibit popular
with students

continued from page 7

Tederstrom sees his art as being
"...intentionally left undone, full
of holes, bottomless and therefore
unable to contain one idea fully."
The purpose of this avenue of bis
art was for the previous piece to
fill in the empty spot of the next
piece, and so on and so on. This
"...challenges the viewer to look
more carefully and to become more
intimate with the work."
Thft most, controversial part of
Tederstrom's exhibit seems to be
the calendar composed of a womdaily diary, used condoms, and
an's
wickedness.
tampons. These elements
used
In 850 A.D. one Sedulius S coin their own merit can
presented
rns, an Irish scholar, came to the j
have,
and
without a doubt, been
Carolingian court and penned the
'
seen as gross, disgusting, and ofkind of satiric verse in what be- fensive by some people. Howevcame the goliardic tradition. From
er,
this was not the goal of this
beginning
the
of
the
until
then
piece.
Tederstrom explained that
number
century,
of
small
a
12th
piece
this
came from a real womin
write
lines
poets continued to
daily
an's
calendar.
He was fascichurch.
feasts,
drink,
love,
and
praise of
nated
by
the
idea
women have
that
13th
the
beginning
of
the
At
travel, all using Golias as their
an
inbred
in
clock
thier
systems,
bethe
century
church
authorities
unipseudonym. As the number of
namely
their
cycle.
menstruation
gan
goliards,
on
to
down
crack
the
versities across Europe increased,
Tederstrom went on to say that he
felt men can get lost in time because they have nothing to make
them so constantly aware of it,
Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is your fraternity, like women do. "I am aware of
women's cycle nd I think it is fassorority, or club interested in earning $1,000.00
one-wee- k,
marketing
project?
cinating. I want to be as much a
a
for
working.
hard
must
part of it as the woman."
and
You
be
592-212- 1.
(800)
Myra
at
The box of collected letters and
Call Val or
papers and such which was in front
a Position Now,
of the calendar was a part of this
Summer Jobs-Secupiece as well. Tederstrom included
Full and Part Time Openings.
these everyday items with the calCall Carolyn at Sanriridge Gourmet Salads
Medina-725-234- 8.
endar to pursue the point he was
trying to make.
He feels that sex can be such a
ATTENTION: POSTAL JOBS!
info
application
For
mechanical
part of our lives and
$11.41hour!
Start
1,
Ext.
can therefore be taken for granted.
call (1)602-838-888- 5,
6a.m.-10p.m- .,
7 days
This was why there were condoms
for practically every day of the
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs-yomonth. He feels that the element
area. $17,840-$69,48- 5.
which discerns "having sex" from
Ext.R-1876- 1
"making love" is the process of
Call (1)602-838-888- 5,
well-know-

expands its namesake's roots to inGoliard staff member, said, "The clude not only poetry and writing,
wider horizon of the student who but any form of creativity which
can be reproduced in a magazine.
has travelled is reflected in the colCollege of Wooster students can
lision of students with diverse
already
begin submitting work for
Wooster.
backgrounds here at
next
year's
issue at
The
energized
community
is
Since our
magazine
seeking
is
people
many
to
places and
by the people of
on
work
the
year
staff
next
as
cultures in the world, Goliard
wants to claim all of Earth as the well. If you're interested, send
place of our heritage, not simply them your name, box number,
'mainstream cul- phone number and a summer adone
ture.'' He added that the magazine dress by the April 27.

ard is begun. John McCrory, a
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Ben Tederstrom stands next to his IS. exhibit, Church
of Intimacy. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
communication. Tederstrom believes- that written communication
is essential in a relationship because that is what makes the diffe-reenbetween the physical and
the emotional aspects of a relationship. Communication is what
makes it all intimate.
Tederstrom feels that his exhibit
came off better than he had ever
expected. He sees his presentation
as being more professional and
neater than his junior LS. was.
He did his lighting intentionally.
He wanted his exhibit to be
"..intimate, quiet, and scary because it's scary to come to terms
with how we feeL"
Tederstrom admitted that he does

ce

not feel he has fully matured as an
artist yet and that he still needs
feedback. He plans on taking
some time off before attending
graduate school. However, he stated that he will always try and ask

questions and analyze society
through his artwork.

Most importantly though, is
that through his exhibit, Tederstrom was not trying to offend
anyone. He wanted people to
think about what they saw and analyze what they think they already
know as well as making his viewers aware of himself. None of
these goals being, by any means,
wrong in any way.
--
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Major keeps "on the run"

for Wooster sports
SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sprats Editor
. Who can be seen in the training
room taping ankles and quads during the fall, putting in hours for
her sports medicine major? Who is
one of the captains of the track
on her third year of
team and
running the sport? Junior Jane Major from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania fits these criteria and many
more.
A basketball player since seventh grade. Major joined cross
country and track in ninth grade
because of a friend's encouragement "It was a sport I was much
better at than field hockey and lacrosse, the other two sports my
high school offered. I had confidence in myself because of basketball, but running gave me confidence in myself as an athlete."
And an athlete she is. Major
boasts many accomplishments in
the athletic field. She ran the 300-yaintermediate hurdles in high
school, and during her first year at
Wooster moved up to the 400 intermediate hurdles. Now she runs
the quarter mile because she feels
she can perform better in that
event.
"My goal is to run in the low
60's for the quarter," commented
Major. "I hope my performance
reflects all the training I did during
rd

as trainer

good and refreshed from running. It
gives me a special feeling that other things don't; a good workout or
good race will make you feel good
about yourself." She continued, "I
like running distance when I'm all
stressed out It helps me get a better perspective on things and calm
down. Running is very much a
daily part of my life."
Jane also has many other activities she participates in. She is the
president of the Women's Athletic.
Association, which runs the concession stand for the basketball
games and gives a banquet during
the second semester. She is also
one of the vice presidents of Zeta
Phi Gamma, a club formed last
year. Her most
Jane Major
job is as a student trainer under
the fall and does not reflect how Tom Love. During the fall, Jane
works up to 16 hours a week.
sick I was this winter."
"It's the kind of job you do for
Her coach Dennis Rice said
much the same thing. "Jane has the experience and not the money,"
stuck to the training program and she commented. "One of my goals
is rebounding after being sick in for the future is to become a certithe indoor season," he said. "We fied trainer and work in a sports
expect great results from her later clinic I also might attend graduate
school and go on in physical therain the season."
py."
As far as future plans for runOf course, I had to ask the quesning,
Jane will probably go back
tion all
ask runners. (I
do run, but for all those people out to distance running and compete in
there who do not run and want to road races.
But for now, she's gunning for
know the answer, here it is). Do
you get the runner's high? Jane the conference meet and beaming
looked at me, laughed and said, happily when Tom calls.
"Well, I have times when I feel

2L

i

non-runne-

time-consumi-

ng

rs

Commentary:

Pare 9

Spoirtis
Sports Briefs are compiled by Paul Jacobus, Sports Editor.

AJ). CHANGE: Kenyon College recently announced that Robert
D. Bunnel will be taking over as die director of physical education
and athletics. Bunnel was the director of recreation services at Temple Umversiry since 1981 arjdwifl also be the head
for the Lords.

OTHER CHANGES: Pat Williams has been appointed as the
the head coach for Earlham University's baseball and men's tennis
teams. Denison University also named Michael Caravana as the head
coach for men's lacrosse and soccer.
HISTORY MAKER: Wittenberg senior Kevin Tatar recently be
came the winningest pitcher in the school's history. His April 13
victory over Kenyon brought his career record to 24-- 5 and he has
also tied the school record for complete games with 21.

RECORD BREAKER: Wooster senior Kris Mushetfs shot put
last week against Oberlin and Hiram
toss of 124' 14" in a
kl
school record. The previous record, which was
broke a
ousted by nearly three feet was established by Lynette Sigley in
1981.
tri-me-

et

nine-year-o-

TRIPLE THREAT: Wooster's Andy Fox, Steve Davidow, and
Mike Breen have combined this season for 99 goals and 55 assists to
lead the Fighting Scot lacrosse team. Fox and Davidow are current-- r
ly third and fourth in the NCAC in scoring, respectively.

QUITE A VICTORY: Karen Aeberli, a standout cross country
runner for Wooster this past fall, just recently won the 5,000-metrun at the Akron Iiiyita
'

'

tlffle Of 18:39.

-

I

er

-

132 of the 366 students parReserve have a grade
Western
varsity
ticipating in
athletics at Case

ACADEMICALLY SPEAKING:
point average of 3.2 or better.

After preserving the Fighting
Scot's 2 victory over Ml Vernon last Thursday, Wooster pitcher Jim Robertson broke a school record for saves in a season by
claiming his seventh of the year. The previous record of six was
held by Rich Danch.

ANOTHER

RECORD7.-.YE- P:

13-1-

Wooster Rugby hosts 14 team
tourney at Beck's Campground

ON A ROLL: The Lady Scot tennis team has registered a school
record five shutouts victories in the past two weeks and have improved their season record to 5 overall.
9--

PETE MACK
Guest Writer
Although shunned by the administration for the past several years,
the Wooster Rugby Club has done
an admirable job of not only surviving, but being successful as
welL Perhaps this past weekend's
second place tournament showing
in Marion, Ohio, illustrates this
point As one of the few seniors
on the squad, I feel obligated to
praise the two individuals most responsible for Wooster's current
rugby success.
Seniors Sean Pickett and Jehan
Canagaretna have committed four
years of time and energy to the
Wooster Rugby Club and have
played the greatest part in its survival. And in an attempt to make
the Wooster community more

festivities which begin at 10 a.m.
aware of the Rugby Club's presWhether you are familiar with the
ence, they have, at great inconvengame or not I urge you to come
ience, organized a tournament
scheduled for tomorrow, Saturday, out and support the Scots. Members of all teams will be more than
April 21, at Beck's Family Campground (site of Springfest). The happy to explain the rules and help
tournament includes 12 to 14 enhance your knowledge of the
men's teams and six women's game.
Lastly, it is with great pride that
teams from the Ohio area. Some
of these are schools you are well I pledge my allegiance to the
familiar with like Hiram, Oberlin, Wooster Rugby Club and its
Ohio Wesleyan, and our beloved members. To many, we are often
Denison. But there are also some considered nothing more than vionew faces like the Marion Men's lent weekend warriors, an image
Club and the Sandusky Automo- we are continually attempting to
alter. This weekend proves to be a
tive Workers.
The tournament promises to be a good opportunity to do so, but
only with your support So come
huge success due to the involvement of some of the top. rugby on out to Beck's Campground and
teams in Ohio. And it is without enjoy an afternoon with some of
reservation that we invite the the biggest ugliest nicest guys
Wooster community to join in the youll ever meet

OPEN HOUSE
April

21-29-

7

w

-

th

8a.m.-7p.- m.

STATIC DISPLAYS
AIRPLANE RIDES $5.00 PER PERSON
FOR BREAKFAST
OR DRIVE-IApril 21 Serving 8a.m.-lp.Hot Cakes, Sausage, and Beverage $2.50
Wayne County Airport
6020 N. Honeytown Rd. '
SmithvillcOH

FLY-I- N

N
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,
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Men's baseball even conference
record to four to four
ductive for both teams. The Scots
scored four while Ml Vemon got
three. Flynn and Hagen got two
The College of Wooster's men's RBI's each, hitting in Sherrieb,
baseball team hosted Ml Vernon Powell, and McMillan.
Wooster was quiet in the sevat home last Thursday. '
runs
up
but enth. The last Scot run came in
the
The Scots racked
so did Ml Vemon. The final the eighth on a Chris Bell homer.
score was a high 2 in WoostMl Vemon, though, ran off four
er's favor.
more runs in the last three innings
The game started out with Ml in a comeback try but they fell one
Vernon's pitcher walking three of short. The Scots picked up the
the first four batters he faced. Sen- win.
'
ior Eric Ott then sacrificed to cenThe Scots then traveled to Mead"- ter field to score Tom Flynn from ville, PA, to take on the Gators of
weekthird. With the score 0 Matt Allegheny in a three-gam- e
Sherrieb came to the plate and hit end series. Due to weather only
a home run to score Matt Bordette one game was played.
and Matt Hiestand. Sherreb's hoWooster opened the scoring
mer put the Scots up
when Matt Sherrieb sent one out
The Scots picked up two more of the park in the second inning.
runs in the second. Tom Flynn Allegheny answered back in the
came in again on a double by Ott third to tie the score.
Both teams were silent until
and catcher Erie Hagen scored on a
passed ball. The Scots then got Wooster broke the stalemate with
another run in the third when Scott a single by Mike Casey. Casey
Powell knocked in Matt Sherrieb.
then stole second and moved on to
ML Vemon didn't get started unthird on an error by the catcher.
til the third inning, when center Casey finally scored when Matt
fielder Perez hit a home run to put Burdette grounded out to the third
Ml Vernon on the board. The baseman.
Allegheny tied the score in the '
Scots were silent in the fourth but
seventh
three
but stranded one runner to
plate
Ml Vemon crossed the
times, bringing them within three keep the game close. Both teams
were silent in the eighth but came
runs,
'
In the fifth the Scots got another alive in the ninth. Wooster started
but stranded two runners, putting the rally with Ott getting on base'
on an error and Hiestand walked.
the Scots up by four.
The sixth inning was very pro
MIKE PEPPER
Staff Writer

.

13-1-

13-1- 2.

1--

4-- 0.

Martha Lange, the Lady Scots' leading scorer with 29
goals and nine assists, scored in a game against Ober-li- n
despite the fact that her headband slid down over
,I.,J??A':p!0!tO &7, Matt Dilyard)
r
--

Women's lax loses
;-

.

.

two close contests
CARISSA CONNER
Staff Writer
The Lady Scots dropped two
d
losses this week '
to two of the top teams in the conference, succeeding to both Wittenberg and Kenyon
On Saturday the Scots travelled
to Springfield to take on Wittenberg College in the cold and rain.
Wittenberg started off strong, and
controlled the first part of the
opening half, scoring five goals
within the first seven minutes and
allowing Wooster none. But with
about ten minutes remaining in
the half, Wooster started to come
alive.
Minna "Beans" Jinn started off
the scoring with 8:33 left, but
Wittenberg answered with one
Tammy
more before first-yewith
the
net
to
Barnes went
Wooster
goal.
second
Wooster's
dominated the last few minutes of
the half, shutting down Wittenberg's offense, and sending Jen
Mabie to the goal with under a
minute left to bring the half-tim- e
score to
Wittenberg opened up the scor
closely-conteste-

8-- 9.

ar

3-- 6.

4-- 7.

ing less than a minute into the
second half, but that would be the
last goal allowed by the Lady
Scots for over 15 minutes.
Wooster defense was intense, and
the midfkld work of Nicki Sullivan and Jen Morse kept Wittenberg from formulating effective offensive plays. Sullivan also led
the team in ground ball posession,
which was crucial for the Lady
Scots' control of the second half of
the game. Attacks that did get
through the midfield were shut
down by the outstanding defense of
sophomore sensations Laura
and Cathy Stienberg in front
goal.
of
Wooster's Lange, Mabie, and
then Jinn from a
shot, each went to goal to up the
The two teams
score to 6-battled for another four minutes
combination tied
until a first-yethe game: with almost ten minutes left on the clock, Leslie Belgrade took a pass from Barnes and
brought the score to
Wittenberg answered the tie with
a goal just 30 seconds later to pro- -'
Ba-gl-

free-positi- on

7.

ar

7-- 7.

see

Lax:

page 12

ey

Ott and Hiestand then moved into
scoring position when Sherrieb
flew out to left field. Chris Bell
hit safely to score OtL Brian Tor-nothen knocked in Hiestand
with a single. Catcher Eric Hagen
then stepped up and scored Bell
with a sacrifice. Halfway through
the ninth Wooster was up by
w

three.

Allegheny matched Wooster by
scoring three runs. With the score
tied the game went into extra innings. Wooster was unable to put
anything together in either the
10th or 1 1th and left it up to Allegheny to close it ouL
Allegheny opened the eleventh
with a double by Ericson, the first
baseman. Pettorini then called for
an intentional walk of the designated hitter. Allegheny's shortstop
Cook men sacrificed advancing the
runners to second and third. Robertson then proceeded to hit the
next batter to load up the bases.
With the pressure on, Robertson
walked in the winning run for Allegheny. The final was 6--5 with
Allegheny on top.
On Tuesday the Kenyon Lords
came to Wooster to take on the
'
Scots in a conference match-uWooster handled the Lords quite
This
easily, spanking them 11-brought the Scots' record to 13
'wins, seven losses, and one tie.
Their conference record is now 4-p.

3.

4.

Scots peaking for Wooster
invitational
SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sports Editor
The women's performances in
the long jump and the 5000 meter
run highlighted Wooster's track results in the Akron Invitational,
held at Mount Union College last

3,

i

Saturday.

"The women distance runners are
really coming together as a unit,"
commented Coach Dennis Rice.
"The long jumpers are also doing
well; with all of them qualified for
the outdoor conference meet,
they'll be a big factor in the scoring."
Karen Aeberli won the 5000 meter run in 18:59, while her team- -,
mates Susan Louis (19:07) and
Anna Scherzer (19:17)cameTn
third and fourth. In the long jump,
Krista Hicks led the Scots with her
leap of 16-- 1 feet, just beating her
teammate Laura Mench, who

jumped 16 feeL Tami Berger also the long jump, jumping 21-- 6 and
21-respectively.
competed, jumping 15-- 5 feeL
The Scots, home for the first and
Also of note was Hicks' performance in the 100 meter dash last time all season, next compete
(13.9) and Nichole Podgomy's
at their very own Wooster Invitacompetitive time of 65.5 seconds tional this Saturday. The field
in the 400 meter dash.
events start at 11 a.m. with the
For the men, Phil Caputo stood javelin throw, and the running
out, proving his 11.0 at Oberlin a events start at 12 p.m. with the
few days before was no joke as he women's 5000 meter run.
raced 113 in the 100 meter dash.
Scoring a victory for the Scots,
Summer Jobs
Aaron Davies won the steeplechase
Over 50,000 summer job
event in a personal record of 9:49
openings at Resorts.
minutes. His teammate Mike
Camps, Amusement Parks,
backed him up with his time
Businesses, Cruise Lines,
of 10:06, which qualified him for
Ranches and more in the
the outdoor conference meet In the
U.S., Canada, Australia, &
800 meter run, Jason Hudson ran
20 other countries.
Complete Directorv onlv
2:00.7, breaking his 2:01 barrier.
In the field event side of track,
$19.95. Don't wait till after!
Eric Dyrhsen jumped 41-- 3 in the
finals. Send to Summer
triple jump while Brian Gallagher
Jobs, Drawer 38039.
39-IColorado
Kevin
Hicks
and
leaped
Springs, Colorado
Mark Marando both competed in
80937.

.

Ra-chi- ta

4.
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Victories over Allegheny and Mt. Union push Lady Scot record to
MANDY LANGLEY

Staff Writer

Allegheny, defeating them by a
score of
Outstanding victories were at first and second singles, as Liz Richards and Estela
victoPereira pulled out three-s- et
ries over consistent Allegheny opponents. Jen Young, Helen Shep-arand Shannon Day also contributed singles victories, as did the
doubles teams of Rkhards-Pereir- a
7-- 2.

The Lady Scot tennis team raised
their season record to 2 this
week with victories over Allegheny and Ml Union, and a close defeat by Denison, rated second in
NCAC rankings.
. The team showed strong against
7--

pre-seas-on

d,

Metters place third
in GLCA tourney
ANTHONY FERNANDEZ
Staff Writer

Fleming.
and Shepard-KatheriPlaying on their home courts, the
Scot team registered a solid win
against ML Union, which holds
the number one position in Ohio's
OAIC conference. Richards and
Young were both pushed into
three-s- et
matches in which they
prevailed, assisting the Lady Scots
in a 0 sweep which featured vic
ne

tories from Pereira, Fleming,
Shepard, and Day at singles, and
Young-Daand
at doubles.
The Scot team registered its first
loss in seven matches as they were
The sole
defeated by Denison
were
Richards
victors for the team
at number one singles, and Rich- -

Rkhards-Ftreir- a,
Fleming-Shepar-

y.

d

7-- 2.

at number one doubles. Each win was marked by aggressive and intelligent play on the
part of me Wooster team.
The Lady Scots next home match
is Monday at 3:30 p.m. against
Ohio Wesleyan. This Saturday,
ihey face Wittenberg away.
ards-Perei- ra

9--

Picking the winners In the upcoming baseball season
The boys of summer are back.
Baseball has finally started and as
we approach our second week of
the 162 game season I find mat it
is my responsibility as a journalist
to make predictions about mis
year's season.

day at number one doubles in their
straight set loss, and Rosenbaum
and Poor were ousted in a close
match at number two dou- some ground rules for
The College of Wooster men's two-smy baseball predictions.
tennis team put in an impressive bles.
The Scots moved into the semithird place showing at last weekI hate the Designated
final round to play a tough KalamHitter. Therefore I do
end's Great Lakes Colleges Association tournament in Greencastle, azoo team. Although the Scots not " like American
it was a League teams. I also do
Indiana, against nationally ranked dropped the match
competition. Five teams at the good chance to play one of the not like astro turf. It is
fake and it is not basetournament, including Wooster, best teams in the nation. Rosenwere ranked in the top 20 in the baum, Kuri, Brewer, and Fernandez ball. I do like
country in the preseason poll. The all lost close matches, which had players that can hit for
average, steal bases, and play good
highlight of the tournament was begun outdoors, but were taken indefense.
through
I do not like big stiff
midway
because
doors
of
an avenging Scot victory over
power
hitters
that think that they
poor
conditions.
weather
KaXenyon for third place. Only
gift
are
to baseball. And I
God's
Kenyon,
faced
Scots
a
The
next
lamazoo and Depauw came out
6-- 3
semiwho have super
pitchers
like
don't
Depauw
in
loser
their
to
ahead of the Fighting Scots. The
salaries.
huge
trophy.
third
place
final,
for
the
Scots defeated Ohio Wesleyan on
Now with that out of the way,
Tuesday to add to the impressive This turned out to be an impres6-sive 3 victory for the Scots, and the predictions:
week.
First, the American League
Wooster, seeded fourth in the moved them back into the race for
East
GLCA tournament, defeated a a Division III tournament bid.
Since this is the American
This match also began with doustrong Oberlin team 6--3 in the
vicI don't really care. Toronto
League,
were
Scots
and
the
play,
bles
victory
was
This
first round.
were the top teams
Baltimore
number
and
one
and
torious
number
at
highlighted by impressive play in
made a
Milwaukee
year.
And
Kuri
dominated
last
Brewer
three.
and
singles competition. The match,
always
division
This
charge.
quick
time
late
at
in
opponents
their
which was started with doubles
and
week
Fernanthe
last
comes
down
to
one
doubles,
and
number
play, was not going in the right
going
be
to
year
is
this
winner
close
a
pulled
the
out
Hoover
direction at first, as the Scots dez and
good
is
a
Gaston
two-sCito
Toronto.
match at number three
dropped two out of the three
doubles. Rosenbaum and Poor manager and has the Blue Jays
flights. They bounced back, howwere defeated in a very tight two-se- e
ever, to take five victories in singles.
Tennis: page 12
Senior Steve Kuri was easily
victorious at number one singles,
and sophmore Adam Brewer prematch at
vailed in a close three-sKesingles.
Senior
number two
win
vin Poor pulled out a three-ssophat number three singles, and
; an EM Waym Anmm
omore Dan Rosenbaum dominated
J
VMr. OUm 4tl 121)
his opponent in straight sets at
Free Dessert with Dinner
number four singles. Sophomore
Owned and Operated by the College of Wooster
Anthony Fernandez won a close
Dining Room Hours
two-smatch at number five sinWeekdays 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
gles, and sophomore Eric Hicks
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
was edged at number six singles.
Sundays 7 a.m. - 11 a.m.
1 1 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Doubles competion was marked
by a victory from Fernandez and
Reservations Suggested (216) 264-234- 1
Student Discount
Bill Hoover at number three. Kuri
and Brewer were caught on an off

playing to their potential. One
thing that is for sure this year is
that Cleveland will not be the
worst team. Detroit will be.
Sparky will likely retire after mis
frustrating year for him.
Yankees? Bucky Dent, a manag- -

So The

et

Way I
See

9-- 0,

all-arou- nd

et

CJ.

It

heartbreaking run at the playoffs
only to take their fans to the brink
and disappoint mem again. Again
this year the Mets should win but
they wont The Sl Louis Cardinals will. Why? They have the
best outfield in basebaH.
The National West is
i
where I reside. The Los
Angeles Dodgers and San
Francisco Giants and the
1
Cincinnati Reds. National
1
League tradition all over
I
the place. The division is
1
strong with the exception
I

MITCHELL

i

of the Atlanta Braves

(Mathematical Elimination
. Fever, Catch It!!). This division is-- battte between Cincinnati, San Fran and San Diego.
Roger Craig is simply the best
manager in baseball, period. But
the Reds are doe and they are my
favorite and mis is my column so
I can pick them if I want to and I
am. The Reds to win it all over
1

er? Give me a break! 1
b...i.
The American League West is
the best division in baseball. Oakland, California, and Kansas City
all have the talent to win the World
Series Texas and Minnesota always
pose a challenge, and Seattle, while
very bad, still surprises people
from time to time. I think that
Kansas City will take this division
with their superior pitching and Bo
and Brett know baseball. Oakland
did not lose much, but enough to
drop a little this year.
The National League East is
about the most confusing division
in baseball. Every year, the Mets
should win and they don'L Last
year it was the Cubs making their

B

Kansas City!!!

And yes I know that all of my
divion winners play on astro turf.
That is how corrupted baseball is.
Even the best teams play on turf.
It is so sad. Now ifmy column
predictions stay true toform, the
exact opposite will happen, so
keep that in mind when you start

betting.,',

APRIL SPECIAL

:i

et

et

7-- 2

The Wooster Inn

SM-2M-

1

ALL MOVIES 9
WITH COLLEGE ID
NOW THROUGH APRIL 28

et

BACK DOOR VIDEO
150 N. Walnut
262-826-

7
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Get a head start on your career-buil- d
your resume now!

A

Internships
in London
in business & economics media
& communications, fine & applied arts or design,
drama, politics & social sciences in such international or British organizations as CBS Records,
Revlon, the Herald Tribune, National Bank of
Kuwait, Merrill Lynch or the Cable News
Work-for-cred- it

continued from page 10
lect their lead, but Wooster kept
the pressure on. With a play started off from the other end of the
field, Wooster's Jen Mabie went to
goal with just 27 seconds left in
the game to tie once more.
The two teams battled for a
overtime period but held
each other scoreless. The contest
then moved on to a
Get 1 10" Cheese
"sudden death" overtime (again,
halves). With a
two
only
for
1
little over two minutes left, some
$2.99
defensive mistakes granted WittenAdditional toppings are $.591 berg
shots, and
three
Offer valid through finals. . finally,
Wooster's
goal.
winning
a
This offer is not valid with
throughout
relentless
was
I defense
anv other offers.
the half, keeping out nearly 80
I percent
I
of Witt's shots (overall),
264-980- 0
and the midfield and offense
'worked hard and beautifully for the
423 E. Liberty
win which was snatched away by
Sun.-Thur- s.
4pm-la-

ONE
HOT
DEAL

six-min-

six-minu-

Pizza

three-minu-

See your study abroad advisor
7
S
or (203)
or call (800)

te

on

m

Fri.-Sa-

863-609-

727-AIF-

L

"sudden death."

4pm-2a- m
I

On Tuesday the Lady Scots

American Institute For Foreign Study.
TO OJtaMCM

AfcOAfc

ute

te

free-positi-

For a summer or a semester, be part of an international student tody at Richmond College in central
London, an accredited undergraduate program.

Scots face Earlham Saturday

GRSNMOt CWCTCUT06MO

FT
-- S

(hopefully only temporarily)
Maria Thopholis and
Lisa Meurer to illness, but cosidering the show in
the game against Wittenberg,
Wooster surely still has what it
takes to take on the top teams.
At Kenyon, the Lady Scots were
held scoreless for nearly ten minutes of the first half before Jinn
scored from a pass from Belgrade.
Kenyon moved through Wooster's
defense, and despite another goal
by Jinn and one from Lange, the
Kenyon Ladies held the lead at half
time
Wooster held Kenyon to only
three more goals in the second
half, while Lange, Mabie, Jinn,
worked
Barnes and "Chip"-Vade- z
to add five of their own. Despite a
stronger second half, and better
shooting and keeping percentages
than the Kenyon Ladies, the Scots
couldn't overcome the deficit and
ended the game at
The Lady Scots can be seen at
home again when they take on
Earlham this Saturday at 12 pjn.
co-capta- in

super-mid-

fielder

3-- 6.

FinanceEconomic Research
Management HumanHealth Services
AdvertisingPRMarketing
Politics
JournalismBroadcastFilm
The Arts

LONDON
SPRING INTO SPRING!

The team has lost

ence.

8-- 9.

HELM
PARIS

dropped to Kenyon, once again by
a score of only one goal's differ-
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Tennis: Scots beat
Kenyon for 3rd place
continued from page 11
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Pre-La- w

set match at number two doubles.
The Scots continued their good
play in singles competion, as they
were victorious in four out of six
matches. Kuri, Brewer, Rosen-bauand Fernandez all prevailed
in singles play. "We were fortunate to defeat Kenyon," stated Assistant Coach David Schilling. "It
was an impressive 6--3 victory considering that they had beaten us by
the same score last week. The key
to the match was our strong singles play."

m,

internship program includes:
credits,
16 Boston University semester-hou- r
e
internships, course work taught by
local faculty, centrally located housing, and
individualized placements for virtually every
academic interest. Programs in London and
Paris are offered during the spring, fall, and
summer. The Washington program is offered
during the fall and spring.

Each

14-we-

ek

full-tim-

NOW THROUGH APRIL

28th!

Boston University
International Programs
725 Commonwealth Avenue

B2

Boston. MA 0221S

617353!

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An equal opportunity
alhrmativa action institution

SAVE TODAY, on our complete inventory of top quality
shocks and struts for most American or imported cars
and light trucks. Tuffy shocks and struts come complete
good for as long
with Tuffy's famous lifetme warranty
as you own your car! So call your neighborhood Tuffy
Service Center today!
"In

SUMMER AND FALL SPACES STILL AVAILABLE
NEW THIS FALL IN LONDON:
PRE-LAINTERNSHIP PROGRAM
W

ku Of ottf oftsrt.

CALL TUFFY!

OFFERS EXPIRE APRIL
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)

28, 199Q!

STREET
418 E.ofLIBERTY
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Pans Internship Program

1349-9- 0

.

Summer
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.
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19 .

. Washington Internship Program

The Scots return to action
against conference foe Oberlin at
home on Saturday. The Scots are
looking to defeat Oberlin for the
second time in a week.

Interested in

joining the staff of
the Wooster
Voice?
Call extension
2598 for more

information.
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